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Research Designs & Standards Organisation 
Telecom Directorate 

Reasoned document for comments received on proposed specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC/104/2014 Ver.0.0 for On-Board Wireless PA system for 
Passenger Trains. 
 

Clause No. Firm’s Comments 
 

RDSO's Remarks 

4.0 SYSTEM DISCRIPTION:  
 

 System description number ordering is repeated (Delta) 
1. Maximum nos. of clients shall be define (SECR) 

Noted 

4.1 The On-Board Wireless Public Address (PA) 
System will consist of following: 

i. Two master equipment. 
ii. The Clients placed in deferent coaches 

iii. Two speakers in each coach 
iv. Emergency call box 
v. GPS receiver with antenna 

1. Two speakers of 5 watts each along LMT are already available 
in each coach. Railways would confirm about speakers and 
LMT details (Multi Techno) 

2. No GPS for pilot (Young India) 
3. Secured communication arrangement shall be provided 

between two masters (SECR) 
4. Wattage of new speakers (if need to be installed) or existing 

speakers should be specified, so that the amplifier installed 
with the client can be suitably chosen or designed (A.E. 
Telelink) 

Noted 
 
 
 
Noted 
 
Noted 

4.2 The master equipment shall consist of a server 
with display unit having touch screen to 
access/modify configuration and display various 
menus. The master shall have Wi-Fi module for 
wireless connectivity with clients. 

1. The master equipment shall consist of a server with display 
unit having touch screen of size 10 inch & standard desktop 
keyboard to access/modify configuration and display various 
menus. The master shall have Wi-Fi module for wireless 
connectivity with clients. (Multi Techno) 

2. Web interface available to show wireless connectivity (Young 
India) 

Agreed but external key board will not 
be acceptable. 

4.3 One GSM Module shall also be provided in 
UMTS/HSPDA and Quad band 
GSM/GPRS/EDGE Network in Master unit to 
access GSM Network for data transfer to update 
information in the Masters database. 

1. One GSM Module shall also be provided in UMTS/HSPDA 
and Quad band GSM/GPRS/EDGE Network in Master unit to 
access GSM Network for data transfer to update information 
in the Masters database. Information that will be updated is 
Coach ID vs Mac ID & rack formation table. Data format 
would be provided by RDSO to ensure interoperability. (Multi 
Techno) 

2. No wayside comms for pilot (Young India) 

Noted 

4.0 The master should have GPS receiver to 
receive the location coordinates of stations. The 
master receives the co-ordinates (longitude and 
latitude) information of the current location 
through GPS receiver. 

1. Lat/Long vs station name would be proved by railways. (Multi 
Techno) 

2. No GPS for Pilot (Young India) 
 

Agreed 
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RDSO's Remarks 

4.3 Both the master units will remain connected 
back to back, only primary master unit will work 
and secondary master units will remain standby. 
In case of failure of Main master unit secondary 
master unit will take over control of the system. 
 

 Both the master units shall remain 
securely connected and primary master 
unit will performed all the functions, 
only when primary master unit fails then 
secondary master unit will take over 
control of the system and insure proper 
functioning. 

4.4 All the events regarding System Start, Route 
Selection, Client status change, failure or 
addition/removal of a coach, Arrival in station 
periphery, Call initiation from Emergency call box 
shall be logged in the system. 

 System will not provide route selection or station specific 
information. (Young India) 
  

Noted 

4.6 The clients shall have an audio output 
sufficient enough to drive existing speakers 
provided in the coach.  

 

Specifications of existing speakers be provided so that the systems 
can be designed for desired audio output. (A.E. Telelink) 

Speakers to be provided in coaches shall 
be as per RDSO Specification 
RDSO/SPN/TC/78/2008. 

4.7 The client devices shall have provision of 
small display to indicate coach No., Train number, 
source and destination, last station passed with 
time and Master ID and network status.  
 

1. The client devices shall have provision of small display of 20 
x 4 alphanumeric LCD to indicate coach No., Train number, 
source and destination, last station passed with time and 
Master ID and network status. (Multi Techno) 

2. No Displays on client interfaces (Young India) 
3. Display board shall also display time (SECR) 
4. Client devices shall have a provision to display all PAS 

information to the passenger through LCD monitor or LED 
display as per requirement class of coaches. (DAN) 

Accepted as: 
The client devices shall have provision to 
connect a LED/LCD display to indicate 
coach No., Train number, source and 
destination, last station passed with time. 

4.8 Emergency call box: Every Client shall have 
three Emergency call boxes with microphone and 
Push to call Button enclosed in a safety enclosure 
for emergency calling to driver/guard of the train. 
Emergency call box enclosed in a glass enclosure 
can be broken for making emergency call to 
administrator of the train. The audio call initiated 
from the Client can be routed to master or specific 
client e.g. driver/guard cabin.  

 

1. Emergency call box: Every Client shall have one Emergency 
call box with panic button enclosed in a safety enclosure for 
emergency notifications to driver/guard of the train. Each 
emergency call box with panic button is enclosed in a glass 
enclosure, it can be broken for emergency notification to 
admin of the train. The notification initiated from the Client 
can be routed only to master.(Micro Phone can be avoided as 
micro phone could cause diversion in attention of driver/guard 
from his job and he may not be in position to attend the client 
call, but panic button notification will continue to flash on 
display till diriver/guard attends it). (Multi Techno)  

2. a). e.g. Driver/ guard are to be removed to avoid confusion. 
b). Only one Emergency call box adjacent to Master/Slave 
device ( to avoid wiring in the coach)Wiring for three call 

Accepted as: 
Emergency call box: Every Client shall 
have one Emergency call box with panic 
button enclosed in a safety enclosure for 
informing to Master/Administrator of the 
train in case of Emergency.  
Sealing of Glass enclosure shall be 
ensured after each time emergency call 
box is broken by concerned department. 
 
 
 
Noted 
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box/panic button will be difficult to lay in the coach.(Delta) 
3. Driver & guard communication arrangement shall be provided. 

The conversation between master to client shall be multicast as 
well as unicast and selective calling. Procedure for resealing of 
Glass enclosure for emergency call box in case of breakage 
shall be define clearly. (SECR) 

4. We feel one emergency call box per client/coach is sufficient 
since chain pull option for emergency stop is already present 
in every cabin inside the coach. Moreover more than one 
emergency call boxes will result in additional cost and 
complexity in installation due to additional wiring. 

5. We also think that the emergency call audio and indication 
must he heard over the driver-guard Walkie talkie. For this a 
suitable interface device can be attached to the Master. i.e. the 
emergency call/ indication is received by the master and 
transmitted to the Walkie- talkie over the driver guard 
frequency using the interface device. (A.E. Telelink) 

6. One emergency call box is sufficient as it reduce the calling 
also. Regarding push to call button function our suggestion is 
that panic switch button is sufficient. as PTCB function 
certainly require a full time call monitoring staff during train 
operation as it should get answered is emergency situation 
,also it require high end integration of software for various 
manufacturer. (DAN) 

 
 
Noted: may be considered in future 
 
 
 
 
Noted 
 
 
 
 
Noted: may be considered in future 
 
 
 
 
 
Noted 

5.2 All the data of the coaches & Locomotive with 
details, Coach ID and its corresponding client 
MAC ID shall be fed into server of the master. 

 

1. All the data of the coaches & Locomotive with details, Coach 
ID and its corresponding client MAC ID shall be fed into 
server of the master. Data format would be provided by RDSO 
to ensure interoperability. (Multi Techno) 

2. MAC ID is not required to be fed into the server of the master. 
Each client can be identified by the unique coach no. This can 
be made an optional entry if required. (A.E. Telelink) 

Agreed 
 
 
 
Not agreed 

5.3 The Data of Coach ID and corresponding 
client MAC ID shall be also available in  central 
server of the Coach Operation Information System 
(COIS) & Data of caches corresponding to Rake 
formation can be made available by data upload to 
master by SMS or through web based application. 

 

1. COIS in Railway’s scope, COIS would share the data with 
train on GPRS. Where GPRS in not available then SMS will 
be used (as SMS cost is high as compared to GPRS). (Multi 
Techno) 

2. No Central Integration provided for pilot (Young India) 
3. Assumption: COIS interfacing details will be made available 

by RDSO, Mainly as specified in 8.21 handheld device or 
direct data feeding procedure will be primarily used. (Delta) 

Noted 
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4. Technical specification for interface with COIS shall be 
defined. (SECR) 

5. MAC ID is not required to be fed into the server of the master. 
Each client can be identified by the unique coach no. This can 
be made an optional entry if required. (A.E. Telelink) 

5.4 The coach ID and its corresponding MAC ID 
depending upon the rack of the train shall be made 
available to the master before formation of 
network. 

1. Facility is automatic in pilot (Young India) 
2. MAC ID is not required to be fed into the server of the master. 

Each client can be identified by the unique coach no. This can 
be made an optional entry if required. (A.E. Telelink) 

Noted 

5.7 The MAC ID of the clients and server is 
computed from the ‘Coach ID’ fed at the time of 
installation itself and will remain fixed. This will 
ensure the MAC ID to be unique.  

1. MAC ID are fixed an unique to hardware (Young India) 
2. This clause can be deleted. MAC ID is unique to the network 

device as it is. (A.E. Telelink) 

Not agreed 

5.8 At the end of client joining procedure, if any 
valid client device fails to become part of network, 
then the Master declares it as an error and displays 
it with suitable error message on master’s display. 
In such case the administrator has to review the 
formed rake against the given coaches list. He/she 
has either to correct the list of clients or make sure 
of the missing client being registered again by 
ensuring it is powered up and is in working state 
and then by re-initiating the network formation.  

Facility is automatic in pilot (Young India) Noted 

5.11 The network is formed in such a way that 
each of the client devices has two paths viz. 
primary and alternate path. 

a). This should not be removed as some participants demanded.  
b). Can be modified as “The network is formed in such a way that 
each of the client devices have at least two paths towards the 
Master server so that in case of failure of first path second can be 
used as alternative path” (Delta) 

Agreed 

5.12 The Master maintains the list of connection 
paths for every client registered on the network. 
All client devices also being network switches, 
maintain a list of the IP addresses present on their 
down-streams. 

1. Sharing the bandwidth with client downstream devices details 
with master will burden the WLAN and it could affect its 
bandwidth for PA. (Multi Techno) 

2. This can be removed. (Delta) 
3. ‘All client……….down-streams’. This is a feature of the 

network device and it may not be possible to demonstrate this 
since the access to view the IP address downstream may not be 
provided if a third party network device is used. Moreover this 
feature has no functional benefit. (A.E. Telelink) 

Agreed as:  
The Master shall maintain the list of 
connection paths for every client 
registered on the network. 

5.13 Application configuration menu allows the 1. Application configuration menu allows the user to configure Agreed:  
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user to configure the system for schedule of static 
as well as dynamic audio and text messages to be 
played during the train journey. Event based 
messages will be broadcasted at a specific distance 
before the approach of the station, on platform and 
after leaving the station. The Master can associate 
the triggers with appropriate audio/text messages. 

the system for schedule of static as well as dynamic audio and 
text messages for client display to be played during the train 
journey. Event based messages will be broadcasted at a 
specific distance before the approach of the station, on 
platform and after leaving the station. The Master can 
associate the triggers with appropriate audio/text messages. 
(Multi Techno) 

2. No dynamic audio messages in pilot. (Young India) 
RDSO to provide more details of the schedule and events for 
preparing the GUI of the application. The RDSO can provide 
details from Onboard Wired PA system. (Delta) 

list of common announcements shall be 
provided by RDSO /Purchaser. 

5.14 The GPS data is continuously monitored by 
the Master for the current location coordinates. 
These location co-ordinates are processed for the 
station co-ordinates of the next approaching 
station. The event is generated when the distance 
is less than the set threshold distance. The Master 
dynamically generates the audio message to be 
played before the approach of the station. The 
event is also generated when the train is at station 
/ leaving the station.  

No GPS for Pilot (Young India) The GPS data shall be continuously 
monitored by the Master for the current 
GPS location coordinates. GPS location 
co-ordinates are processed for the 
location of the next approaching station. 
The event is generated when the distance 
is less than the set threshold distance. 
The Master dynamically generates the 
audio message to be played before the 
approach of the station. The event is also 
generated when the train is at station / 
leaving the station. 

5.15 Where GPS signal is not available due to loss 
of sight to the satellites, information loss occurs. 
However Master keeps on monitoring the GPS 
status. 

No GPS for Pilot (Young India)  

5.17 Current location coordinates are continuously 
received by GPS receiver by the Master. The 
location co-ordinates are processed by software 
for the next approaching station. A message for 
announcement is generated for broadcast in train 
at before a predefined arrival of a station when the 
distance is less than a set threshold distance. The 
Master dynamically generates the audio message 
to be played before the approach of the station. 
The event is also generated when the train is at 
station 

No GPS for Pilot (Young India)  

5.19 Fixed audio messages are recorded in sound No recording included in pilot, however system does support  
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proof sound studio and in professional female 
voice with minimum 16 bit sample resolution. 

customer loading their own recordings. (Young India) 

5.21 At the end of journey master will broadcast/ 
multicast similar kind of massage for 
disassociation of client from master and become 
idle in listening mode. On receiving this message 
clients will act accordingly to make themselves 
free from this master-client binding. 

System will remain associated until powered off. (Young India)  

6.2 Screened cable & shielded wires shall be used 
for signal transmission between different elements 
of the Public Address System to avoid effect of 25 
KV, 50Hz AC traction and other type of 
interferences. 

No interface cabling provided. (Young India)  

6.4 Standard cabinet of suitable dimension is to be 
provided in one of the designated coach to house 
all type of devices and equipment required for PA 
system and other accessories. 

1. Train cabinetry is not included in scope. (Young India) 
2. Sufficient space shall be earmarked in rack for installation, 

operation and maintenance of the instant system. (SECR) 

Agreed 

6.6 The On board equipment of Public Address 
System shall work on 110 V ± 30 % V DC supply 
available in the locomotive/coaches. 

24VDC Supply required for pilot. A DC-DC convertor can be 
supplied if required. Production equipment can have internal 
110VDC support (Young India) 

Noted 

6.11 The system shall be compatible with the 
existing system & interoperable with master & 
clients of other vendors. 

 

1. The system shall be compatible with the existing system & 
interoperable with master & clients of other vendors. Data 
formation & protocol required to make system interoperable 
would be provided by RDSO. (Multi Techno) 

2. Details of existing system may be provided if possible. (A.E. 
Telelink) 

Agreed 

6.12 Length of wireless antenna of master/client 
shall not infringe Schedule of Dimension specified 
for Indian Railways. 

Length of wireless antenna of master/client shall not infringe 
Schedule of Dimension specified for Indian Railways. Max antenna 
height at top should not be more than 220 mm. (Multi Techno) 

Noted 

6.14 The programming/ data feeding in master of 
On board Public Address System shall be suitably 
protected against unauthorized use. 

All Data feeding/download will be password protected. (Multi 
Techno) 

Noted 

7.2 System shall use open TCP/IP suit and/or open 
RF protocols 802.15.4 (Zigbee) for data 
communication (as per system requirement).  

 

Our suggestion is to use standard IPV6 stack in view of  
* Considering large number of coaches in IR & future extension. 
* Features like network partitioning will be more useful. 
* Interoperability between difference vendors. 
* Keep pace with advancements in the technology. (Delta) 

Agreed 
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7.6 The client devices shall be provided with a 
small display to indicate coach No., Train number, 
source and destination, last station passed with 
time and Master ID and network status. 

1. The client devices shall be provided with a small display of 
20x4 line alphanumeric LCD display to indicate coach No., 
Train number, source and destination, last station passed with 
time and Master ID and network status. (Multi Techno) 

2. No integrated displays in client for pilot (Young India) 

Clause repeated: May be deleted 

7.7 Wi-Fi antenna should be placed at a suitable 
location on top of the coach. Wi-Fi antenna should 
be driven with a gain just sufficient to reach an 
adequate distance, so that just one coach beyond 
an adjacent coach is covered by each device. Even 
if a coach is connected in reverse way (i.e. Wi-Fi 
antenna of two adjacent coaches coming closer to 
each other), this coverage range ensures 
connection among three adjacent coaches. 

‘Just sufficient to reach …………..’ and ‘just one….’, the word 
‘just’ may be deleted. Since it may not be possible to control the 
gain of the antenna. WIFI is a standard technology and as long as 
the coverage is more than two coaches our purpose will be served. 
There is no need to restrict the range of WIFI. (A.E. Telelink) 

Wi-Fi antenna should be placed at a 
suitable location on top of the coach. Wi-
Fi antenna should be driven with 
sufficient gain to reach an adequate 
distance, so that one coach beyond an 
adjacent coach is covered by each 
device. 

7.11 Each master shall have provision to display 
train location to accuracy of 10 meter based on 
GPS data. 

 

1. Each master shall have provision to display train location to 
reasonable accuracy based on GPS data. (Multi Techno) 

2. No GPS for Pilot (Young India) 
3. Can be modified to “reasonable accuracy” will help to use 

more popular GPS sensors. (Delta) 

Each master shall have provision to 
display train location to a reasonable 
accuracy based on GPS data. 

7.13 A suitable standard protocol shall be used for 
network binding and communications between 
Master & client units of different vendors to 
provide interoperability. 

1. A suitable standard protocol shall be used for network binding 
and communications between Master & client units of 
different vendors to provide interoperability. Data Protocol 
format to follow for interoperability would be provided by 
RDSO (Multi Techno) 

2. No interoperation for pilot (Young India) 

No change 

8.1 Both master units placed in different coaches 
of the same train shall be able to communicate in 
full duplex mode & can work in standalone to 
communicate clients independently.  

 

  
a. To be reframed for clear meaning.  
b. There are two master units placed in two different bogies.  There 
will be only one master active in the system and failure of this 
master will automatically prompt the other master to take over the 
control of the system. (Delta) 

Two master units placed in different 
coaches shall communicate each other in 
such a way that they can work in 
standalone in case of failure of one 
master. 

8.2 The formation of Wi-Fi network of devices 
located in the rake coaches requires a network 
formation protocol. The master device receives 
coaches list at the source station during rake 
formation. The master creates clients list from the 
given coaches list and then broadcasts it. 
Authorized client Devices establish connection 

The formation of Wi-Fi network of devices located in the rake 
coaches requires a network formation protocol. The master device 
receives coaches list at the source station during rake formation. 
The master creates clients list from the given coaches list and then 
broadcasts it. Authorized client Devices establish connection with 
the master device through a customized protocol. This network 
bonding can only be disbanded at the destination station on end of 

Agreed 
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with the master device through a customized 
protocol. This network bonding can only be 
disbanded at the destination station on end of 
journey of the train. 

journey of the train. Network formation protocol required for 
interoperability would be provided by RDSO. (Multi Techno) 

8.3 Depending upon rake Coach IDs, primary 
Master will determine expected MAC IDs to form 
the network. The MAC IDs will be interpolated to 
the coach ID as per data available with master 
database. The Master will use only these MAC 
IDs to form the network and will reject all other 
client devices available in masters approach area. 
The MAC ID of the standby Master device will 
also be updated. 

1. MAC-ID are not used for set association in pilot (Young 
India) 

2. This clause can be deleted. Since Coach ID can be used to 
determine the MAC ID during network formation. (A.E. 
Telelink) 

Not agreed 

8.6 The clients placed in coaches shall also work 
as router to facilitate Wi-Fi access for use of the 
passengers. 

1. Providing Wi-Fi access for use of passengers through PA 
system WLAN could affect its bandwidth, result in affecting 
PA functionality. So providing Wi-Fi to passengers could be 
avoided. (Multi Techno) 

2. No passenger Wi-Fi for pilot 
3. The client placed in coaches shall also work as router to 

facility Wi-Fi access for use of the passengers. Our suggestion 
is to delete this point. (Delta) 

 

Agreed: Deleted 

8.7 Wi-Fi Network so formed shall support a 
minimum throughput of 100 Mbps. 

1. This speed is typically not attainable. (Young India)   
2. To be modified as Wi-Fi Network cannot be guaranteed to 

support 100Mbps throughput. Should be modified to minimum 
10 Mbps. (Delta) 

Deleted 

8.8 Through a web based applications it should be 
possible to view coach ID’s in the rake of the 
train, status of clients, current GPS based location 
of the train. 

Through a web based applications it should be possible to view 
coach ID’s in the rake of the train, status of clients, current GPS 
based location of the train. Web based application will hosted on 
master server & Providing Wi-Fi access for use of passenger 
through PA system WLAN could severely affect its bandwidth, 
result in affecting PA functionality. (Multi Techno) 

Through a web based applications it 
should be possible to view health of 
master/clients with GPS based location 
provided in coaches. 

8.10 Coach information can also be updated 
through a web-based application which can be 
uploaded to the master device. 

 Coach information can also be updated through a web-based 
application which can be uploaded to the master device. Web based 
application will hosted on master server. (Multi Techno) 

Coach information can also be updated 
through a web-based application which 
can be uploaded to the server of master 
device/equipment. 

8.11 One GSM Module shall be provided in 
Master unit to access GSM Network for data 

No GSM for Pilot (Young India)  
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transfer in UMTS/HSPDA and Quad band 
GSM/GPRS/EDGE Network to update 
information in the Masters database. 
8.12 The master unit should have GPS receiver to 
receive the location coordinates details of stations. 
The master receives the co-ordinates (longitude 
and latitude) information of the current location 
from GPS receiver. The information is processed 
to fetch location name from the stored data for the 
route information between source and destination 
station. The master shall be provided with a LCD 
screen to display the network information, current 
activity schedule and run the application menu. 

No GPS for Pilot (Young India)  

8.15 Each client shall have provision of eight 
Ethernet ports to address connectivity needs of 
various devices to be provided in the coach.  

 

1. Providing additional devices on Ethernet ports on WLAN 
could severly affect its bandwidth, could result in latency in 
PA functionality. So provision of eight Ethernet ports in each 
coach could be avoided. (Multi Techno) 

2. 1 spare Ethernet is provided for pilot. (Young India) 
3. This is ok. We have no issues. (Delta) 
4. Eight port is standard size of Ethernet switches. One of the 

ports will be used by the clients and remainder 7 can be 
unused for devices to be integrated in the future. (A.E. 
Telelink) 

Each client device shall have provision 
of total eight Ethernet ports to address 
connectivity needs of present system and 
for future communication needs to be 
provided in the coach. 

8.16 When a new coach is attached/detached 
midway, the device ID with coach Information 
shall be updated in master by either mean. 
Master’s Database should be updated accordingly 
and new device bonding shall be established. 

Dynamic set reconfiguration not supported for pilot. (Young India)  

8.19 The data of events of the train operations 
shall be available in a master/central server for at 
least for a month. It shall be possible to download 
data of the events for a particular Train journey 
from Master/server. 

 

 The data of events of the train operations shall be available in a 
master/central server for at least for a month. It shall be possible to 
download data of the events for a particular Train journey from 
Master/server by entering protection password by administrator. 
Log data shall be password protected. (Multi Techno) 
 
  

The data of events of the train operations 
shall be available in a master/central 
server for at least a month. It shall be 
possible to download data of the events 
for a particular Train journey from 
Master/server. 
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8.21 The handheld device will be used to update 
the information like client ID, coach ID.  

 

1. a. Can be removed  
b. However no alternative method is suggested in the 
document.  
c. Needs to be modified as “The information likes Client ID, 
Coach ID will be fed to the master device using one of the 
methods. i. Keyboard entry provided at master device. Ii. USB 
memory device containing file having list of Client ID, Coach 
ID.  Iii. A suitable handheld device with wired/wireless 
interface with the master device. Iv. Through GPRS/GSM 
interface upon availability of COIS. (Delta) 

2. This clause can be deleted. As handheld device may not have 
any user application. (A.E. Telelink) 

Agreed: Deleted 

8.23 The Master is also fed with the route 
information and music at the beginning of the 
train journey using USB. 

1. The Master is also fed with the route information and music at 
the beginning of the train journey using USB. This information 
shall in file format, for interoperability it would be provided 
by RDSO. (Multi Techno) 

2. No route information and no BGM for pilot. (Young India) 

Noted 

8.26 The clients should respond only when asked 
upon by its master and should not respond to other 
master devices. This ensures that the clients and 
the master devices would not broadcast any 
probe/scan packets. 

The clients should respond only when asked upon by its master and 
should not respond master devices probe/scan packets. This ensures 
that the clients and the master devices would not broadcast any 
probe/scan packets. (Multi Techno) 

Noted: 
The clients should respond only when 
asked upon by its master and should not 
respond to other master devices.  

8.27 The client device will also act as a ‘network 
switch’ and hence acts as ‘repeater’ device for 
multi-hop network communication with other 
client devices after formation of the successful 
network. This provides redundancy to maintain 
network connectivity in case of any single client 
device failure in the coach. 

  
Not for pilot (Young India) 

 

8.30 Every Client shall have three Emergency call 
boxes with microphone and Push to talk Button 
enclosed in a safety enclosure for emergency 
calling to driver/guard of the train. 

1. Every client shall have one Emergency call box near client 
console with panic Button enclosed in a safety enclosure for 
emergency notification to master in train. Pressing panic button will 
pop up panic icon on master display. (Microphone can be avoided 
as microphone could cause diversion in attention of driver/guard 
from his job and he may not be in position to attend the client call, 
but panic button notification will continue to flash on display till 
driver/guard attends it.). (Multi Techno)  
2. Repeat clause, to be deleted or modified as 4.8 (Delta) 

Noted: Deleted due to repeat clause. 
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9.1 Wires & Cables, Fixing Arrangements etc. to 
be installed Inside & Outside Passenger Coaches 
shall be of Fire Retardant Material and shall not 
cause fire. 

  
No cabling offered in scope. TO be provided by others. (Young 
India) 

 

10.3  Type Tests:  
d. Interoperability Test  
k. Any other tests as considered necessary by 
RDSO in consultation with the supplier/ 
manufacturer.  

1. Interoperability test to be removed (Delta) 
2. k. Tested need to be mutually agreed in. (Young India) 

Agreed: Deleted 

11.1 Manufacturer shall furnish following 
information at the time of initial type approval:   
iii.The manufacturer shall submit details of all 
components, its part Nos., Temp range, tolerance 
etc.  

iii. Not for pilot (Young India)  

11.3 In case of Cross Acceptance/ Approval, the 
manufacturer/ vendor shall submit documents as 
per the prevailing guidelines in this regard which 
may be obtained from RDSO.  

Not for pilot (Young India)  

11.4 The manufacturer shall also be required to 
submit the certificates from user certifying the 
interoperability of their equipment.  

Not for pilot (Young India)  

 
 


